Quiz Answer Key

Instructions: Circle true or false after reading each statement:

1. True or false: Bullies are mean to kids on purpose.

2. True or false: Bullying can make kids who are bullied feel physically sick.

3. True or false: If someone bullies you, you should bully that person back.

4. True or false: Ignoring a bully and not reacting to the bullying can help sometimes.

5. True or false: If you or someone you know is being bullied, you should tell an adult you trust.

Fill in the blanks with words from the word box below:

6. Being a good _______ friend _________ can help you keep bullies away.

7. Standing up for _______ yourself _________ is one way to deal with bullies.

8. It’s bullying when someone _______ teases _________ another person many times.

9. A good friend is _______ kind _________ to you and others.

10. If you see someone being bullied, you should tell an _______ adult _________ as soon as possible.

adult  friend  kind  teases  yourself